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Professional Outreach Program to Schools (POPS) 
2019 – 2020 Annual Report to the Utah State Board of Education 

 
 

Total Services Provided 
Districts | Charter Schools | Schools | Home School Students* | Instructional Hours | Teachers | Students 

              19                   14                  138                    132                                  402                     2,192        32,848 
 

*Home school student numbers are NOT included in the total number of students 
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Respectfully submitted by: 

Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company 
Rose Wagner Performing Arts Center 
138 West Broadway, Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
801-297-4241  |  ririewoodbury.com 
 
Jena C. Woodbury, Executive Director Daniel Charon, Artistic Director 
Ai Fujii Nelson, Education Director Juan Carlos Claudio, Outreach Director 
 
 
 

BUDGET EXPENDITURE REPORT and INCOME SOURCE REPORT 

 Legislative 
Appropriation 

Funding 
Leveraged 
from Other 
Sources 

Total Expenditures on 
Approved Education 
Programs 

Legislative 
Appropriation % of 
Total Expenditures 

Personnel $231,036.00 $235,750.62 $466,786.62 49.5% 

Travel $9,107.00 $9,490.88 $18,597.88 49.0% 

Materials $6,429.54 $6,434.94 $12,864.48 50.0% 
Other 
(Production) 

$11,426.00 $10,404.17 $21,830.17 52.3% 

TOTAL $257,998.54 $262,080.61 $520,079.15 49.6% 

 
 
 
 
 
2019 - 2020 TOTAL SERVICES PROVIDED 

Districts Charters Schools Home School 
Students* 

Hours Teachers Students 

      19       14     138           132     402     2,192    32,848 
 

                      *Home school student numbers are NOT included in the total number of students 
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Description of Services Rendered Through POPS 
 

 
“The Live Creature & Ethereal Things.’’ Photo: Stuart Ruckman 

 
Performances 
  

Capitol Theatre Student Matinee Performances 
Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company offers 10-14 free performances of two different programs for public and 
charter school students and teachers throughout the year. One of those programs is the fully produced 
all-ages show staged each year at the Capitol Theatre.  
 
Returning for the second season after a successful 2019 premiere, Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company 
presented a re-envisioned version of The Live Creature & Ethereal Things in January 2020. Featured in this 
year’s production was guest artist Tito Vilas. Tito not only brought inspiring musical theater talent to the 
production but also enabled the Company to continue to develop its bilingual programming as a way to be 
more inclusive of our local Spanish speaking community. Also new this year was magical storybook style 
projections by Nicolas Ridruejo that immersed the audience deeper into this extraordinary world. This 
curious and shapeshifting theatrical quest, created with local collaborators Alexandra Harbold and Robert 
Scott Smith of Flying Bobcat Theatrical Laboratory, featured an original cinematic score by John Paul 
Hayward and included text and lyrics by New York playwright Troy Deutsch. Inspired by the Red Fred 
Project founded by Executive Director Dallas Graham, The Live Creature & Ethereal Things featured the 
Jolly Troop, a group of larger-than-life birds that guided audiences of all ages through a surprising journey 
and asked,  
“If you could tell a story and share it with the entire world, what story would you tell?” The newly 
re-envisioned version included storytelling in both English and Spanish, as well as the powerful and 
universal language of the dancer’s movements.  
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“We loved the bilingual component in the script! We also enjoyed the friendship theme, as well as 
integration of reading and writing importance. We loved this experience because our students do not get to 
experience arts in this way.  The venue was exquisite! We hope we are invited to attend again.” 
 
Classroom teacher from Rolling Meadows Elementary (Granite district) 
 

 
“The Live Creature & Ethereal Thing.”  Photo: Stuart Ruckman 

 
Utah Curriculum Connection  
The dances performed in The Live Creature & Ethereal Things connected with curriculum subjects for all 
the elementary school grades, offering a great opportunity for exploration and discussion. Education 
Director Ai Fujii Nelson created a 12-page Teacher’s Guide to accompany some of the specifics of the 
production to help teachers and students make connections to the Utah State Core Standards. A Teacher’s 
Guide was sent to the classroom teacher two weeks prior to the performance week, and also made 
available online via the Company’s website. The Teacher’s Guide provided contextual information about 
the artists, reading and writing prompts, creative movement exercises, and post-performance activities.  
 
Below is an example: a writing prompt in the Teacher’s Guide and one classroom’s response, which the 
teacher shared with us after the performance.  
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(From Page 9 of Teacher’s Guide) 
WRITING & DRAWING ACTIVITY  
The Live Creature & Ethereal Things is created in collaboration with many artists, and you can learn about 
how they develop the story together. In this particular production, in addition to the story telling through 
dance and movement, there are other aspects like literature (books from The Red Fred Project®) and 
theatre/drama (researched and developed by Flying Bobcat Laboratory) that all contribute to the overall 
picture. Both writers and actors use written and/or spoken language to express and communicate ideas 
and share their stories.  
 
Here is a writing and drawing activity you can do with your students 

● One unique story that appears in this performance is that of Penny’s - one of the Jolly Troop bird 
characters. Share the description of Penny with your students. 
Description of Penny: “Penny runs everywhere. Once she gets her eyes set on something, she doesn’t 
stop. She wants to be the world’s fastest bird. Currently, she is working on dodging raindrops and 
making curry from scratch.” 

● Distribute a sheet of paper for each student to write on.  
● Ask the students to write about themselves, following the example of Penny’s story about herself - 

a brief biography of who they are, using the words they know. Encourage them to use adjectives, 
verbs, and descriptive words.  

● Perhaps they can list one or two things they particularly like or enjoy doing, places they like visiting, 
their favorite things to eat, etc. 

● Now, what would you look like if you turned into a bird with all these characteristics? Draw a picture 
yourself as a bird - what would you look like, in what color, and would you even have the same 
name, or a different name as a bird?  Use your imagination and have fun! 

 
 

Student responses from Crescent Elementary School (Canyons district) 
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Free Onsite Student Previews/Matinees for Middle and High School Students 

 

 
‘Elizabeth, the dance’ by Ann Carlson and ‘Everybody Knows’ by Daniel Charon, during a Student Preview. Photo: Stuart Ruckman 

 
The other type of free student matinees we provide are the six to nine Student Previews to dress rehearsals 
for each of the fall and spring season performances every year. Students who arrive at the Rose Wagner 
Performing Arts Center for a dress rehearsal are provided with a select commentary on what they are 
seeing from the Company’s Education Director. This experience, along with an informative Teacher’s Guide 
that the Company provides in advance of each matinee, gives students and teachers a language to help 
them better appreciate what they are seeing, and a way to formulate their own questions. The Teacher’s 
Guide is sent one to two weeks prior to the performance. Due to COVID-19 onset in March of 2020, our 
Spring Student Previews were canceled. 
 
For the Fall Student Previews/Matinees, we presented two vastly different dances by two dynamic 
choreographers. The return of Elizabeth, the dance by Ann Carlson and a world premiere of Everybody 
Knows by Company Artistic Director Daniel Charon. One of the dances Elizabeth, the dance by Ann Carlson 
reflected on “the visionaries and teachers” of modern dance in both homage and critique. With movement 
that was formal and physically awkward, deliciously surprising, Carlson created an astonishing tribute to 
modern dance and to the pleasures and challenges of being human. Especially for middle and high school 
students, Elizabeth, the dance attained a perfect blend of the excitement of the live performance with 
Carlson’s unique wit and humor, and the modern/contemporary dance history lesson that was embedded 
in all parts of the production. 
 
Interactive Performance Demonstrations in Schools 
Our in-school, interactive performances are created to illustrate the instrument and medium of dance, 
which are the BODY and MOVEMENT, made up of the elements of SPACE, SHAPE, TIME, and ENERGY. These 
very spirited, interactive and entertaining performances are the best way to introduce the Company 
dancers to a school, allowing the dancers to directly connect with the students. The high level of the 
dancer’s skills, their diverse backgrounds, and their educational histories (all dancers have college degrees) 
are all inspiring to young students to see, hear, and learn about. In addition, the ethnic/racial diversity of 
our dancers and staff demonstrate that truly,  “dance is for everybody.” It is highly motivating for a student 
to have a dancer that they saw on stage (or will see later) become a real person who teaches them about 
dance. Students are much more eager to partake in an activity once they have seen the demonstration, 
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which includes student participation. The performance demonstration allows for flexibility in a more 
intimate setting, and the program can easily be changed to meet schools’ diverse schedules. This more 
direct and informal format allows students to interact with the narrator and individual dancers while 
making personal connections to dance. Finally, Ririe-Woodbury dancers bring a new level of excitement to 
the learning process and enthusiasm for the novelty in an otherwise regular school day.  

 
This school year, we continued to use Spanish language in our performance demonstrations, to make our 
education programs more accessible to the increasingly diverse student population in Utah. Some 
keywords, including the Company motto “Dance is for Everybody” or “La Danza Es Para Todos” as well as 
the elements of dance, “Espacio”, “Tiempo”, “Energia”, and “Forma,” were narrated in Spanish during the 
performance demonstrations. We also revised our Pre-Assembly Activity Slide Show in PowerPoint format 
to assist teachers and students in preparation of our visit. This PowerPoint presentation is designed to 
enhance the student learning by connecting information between the Utah State Core Standards and the 
actual performance they are going to see.  
 
Comments by educators about our in-school performances can be heard in the comments such as below:  
 

 
“Our students were absolutely riveted to the performers. I think that there is a lot of high need and curiosity 
for students to learn about and understand their body, movement, and emotion that is observed through 
dance. Not only was the performance engaging and interactive for the students, it was designed to be 
effective instructionally. It is interesting to note that we are currently working with several guest teaching 
artists who have come to our school through the generous support of the Beverly Taylor Sorenson Arts 
Access Program at Utah State University. Our teaching artists have been working with the students to 
understand fundamental elements of art such as line, shape, form, and space. It was phenomenal to hear 
your Ririe-Woodbury dancers using the same or related terms to teach not only dance and movement, but 
to reinforce all of the arts.  Overall a well-designed and much appreciated experience!” 
 
Alden L.Jack, Principal, North Park Elementary (Cache District) l 11/6/2019 

 
“I really liked the dual language narration.  I thought the speaker said just the right words and phrases to 
all of the students. It made them feel so good.” 

 
“I thought ALL of the kids enjoyed it. I watched to see what they were all doing during the performance. 
All involved!” 

 
 Classroom Teacher at North Star Academy, Title-1 Charter School in West Jordan, 9/6/2019 

 
 

Performances Provided: 

District Charter School Hours Teachers Students 
     10      6     75    40    1,515   22,879 
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Residency Programs 
 
School Residencies are the core of Ririe-Woodbury’s in-depth education program for public school 
students. We set our goals to encourage students to experience, explore, create, perform, observe, 
critique, and become aesthetically literate and creative themselves.  We accomplish this though theater 
performances, performance demonstrations at schools, creative movement classes and choreographic 
works. The Company collaborates with participating schools to determine schedules and needs. Our 
dancers prepare for residency work with annual training to help develop and improve their teaching skills. 
Formal and informal follow-up discussion and evaluations are encouraged from faculty and principles of 
participating schools. 
 
The creative work inherent in the arts develops character and strengthens life skills. Physical and emotional 
development is enhanced as well as self-discipline, self-confidence, thinking and creative problem-solving 
skills, and cooperation. Individual connections within communities and with the world are nurtured. When 
designing educational programs, the Company goal is to maximize student learning. Experiences in dance 
are from 2 to 18 hours of instruction per student. Classes involve concepts from the Utah Dance Core 
Curriculum as follows: MOVING dance technique and building bodily skills; movement EXPLORATION; 
INVESTIGATING and applying the possibilities of time, space, and energy; CREATING dances and studies; 
and CONTEXTUALIZING, MAKING MEANING with discussion and analysis of class work and performances.  
 

 
Students and Company dancer Nicholas Jurica during Kids In Motion Residency at Westvale Elementary School. 

 
Kids In Motion 
Kids In Motion is a two-week residency that includes a full suite of activities, in which the entire school is 
involved in at least part of the program, and at least one core-class designated by the school receives 
in-depth instruction on a daily basis. Activities involve three classes per day for nine days taught by the 
Company dancers to schoolchildren of any age and ability. Also included are a performance demonstration 
by the Company, a student performance by the participating classes for all or part of the school and invited 
family members, a teacher workshop, a parent/child evening, and a visit to a fully-produced show at the 
Capitol Theatre. The dancers also collaborate with core teachers to help them expand instructional 
strategies. Schools participating in this year’s elementary residencies were: Westvale Elementary (Jordan 
district), Rose Park Elementary (Salt Lake district), Parkview Elementary (Salt Lake district), Southland 
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Elementary (Jordan district), Bryant Middle School (Salt Lake district), and Dual Immersion Academy 
(Charter school in Salt Lake City). Feedbacks from teachers of participating schools include: 
 
“There wasn’t a dry eye in the house today as our 2nd grade student dance performance marked the end of 
our Artists in Residency w/Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company. Such movement, such emotion, such energy… 
from our creative students!” 
 
An administrator at Westvale Elementary (Title-1)l, after the Kids In Motion student performance, 10/10/19 
 
 
“I loved the two-week experience. What an amazing service Ririe-Woodbury is sharing with the community. 
We are a lower-income school and not all students have the opportunity for extracurricular activities. This 
exposed a lot of kids to a unique experience. The dancers were amazing and connected well with my 
students.” 
 
“I think that working with the dancers was a hugely successful experience for our students. I loved watching 
how engaged and emotionally connected they were to the movements they were making. I also love the 
level of investment by the dancers. You could tell that they were enjoying the experience as well.”  
 
2nd grade teachers at Westvale Elementary (Title-1), after the completion of Kids In Motion Residency. 
10/10/2019 

 
 
At Westvale Elementary School, the Education Director Ai Fujii Nelson also held a professional development 
workshop for teachers as part of the Kids In Motion Residency. The entire faculty participated in an hour- 
long creative movement workshop where they explored various movements and concepts, worked in 
groups and collaborated with teammates, created as individuals and as groups, and discussed ways to 
implement these ideas in their own teaching.  
 
“I loved that it was hands on experiences and relevant to what teachers are doing in the classroom already. 
I think teachers saw the connections between the children’s book and the movement component. I also 
think they found the activity something they could easily modify to fit their needs. I think that teachers 
learned that you don’t have to be a professional dancer to integrate movement into their classrooms.” 
 
April Gaydosh, principal at Westvale Elementary School after the Teacher Workshop, October 2019 

 

Kids In Motion Objectives: 
● Involve the whole child in an in-depth dance experience 

as observer and participant, creator and critic  

● Understand and articulate the elements of dance 

● Help implement and extend the State Core Curriculum for 
Dance in schools where Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company 
teaches  

  

   Kids In Motion Student Performance at the Rose Park Elementary 
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● Build community with Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company dancers along with students, parents, 
teachers, and school administrators 

● Work together with POPS dance organizations in accomplishing the 3-year and 7-year plans 

● Encourage community collaborations whenever possible 
  
 

High School Choreography Residency 
Each Ririe-Woodbury dancer is partnered with at least one high school each year in order for the students 
to produce a piece of original choreography for use by the school’s dance company or program. The 
dancers work a minimum of fifteen hours at the school, supplemented by several hours in preparation and 
training. The High School Choreography Residency is our best example of collaboration with 
Ririe-Woodbury dancers and teachers. There is much joint planning for the choreographic project, which 
becomes a part of the high school dance company concert. The choreography must be suited to the needs 
and abilities of the school dance program, while auditioning students to appear in the choreography is a 
collaborative effort with their teacher.  Dance teachers and students really appreciate that this program is 
available to them, because they recognize that the excellent caliber of work that a professional 
dancer/artist/choreographer contributes enhances the quality of their student company concerts. This 
year, the following high schools were served: Davis High School (Davis district), Granger High School 
(Granite district), Park City High School (Park City district), Cyprus High School (Granite district), and Salt 
Lake School for the Performing Arts (Charter school in Salt Lake City).  

 
High School Choreography Residency Objectives: 
 

● Offer high school students technique training in modern and contemporary dance 

● Provide high school students with experience of creative process with a professional artist 

● Assist students in developing and rehearsing choreography they can perform as part of their 
company repertoire 

● Assist dance programs in providing in-depth experiences following the Core Curriculum with primary 
focus on Creative/Choreographic Processes and Meaning 

● Building stronger relationships with area high school dance educators  
and their students 

 

Residency Programs Provided: 

Districts Charter School Hours Teachers Students 
       5      2    11   220      394   5,975 
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Workshops 
 

 
Young dancers taking class at a Y.A.I.M. Master Class event. 

 
Young Artists in Motion (Y.A.I.M.) Events 
This year marked the second season of our Y.A.I.M. program for middle and high school students, which 
continued to be popular among young dancers. Responding to the participant feedback from the first year, 
we offered three additional events this year.  We created “matinee packages”-  classes that were combined 
with our season Saturday matinee performances. Students learned important principles of contemporary 
dance from Education Director Ai Fujii Nelson (fall) or Outreach Director Juan Carlo Claudio (winter) in a 
master class setting, and immediately following the class, attended a performance where they could apply 
what they learned in class to the appreciation and critical 
viewing of the show. We also offered three regular master class 
sessions. Each master class event offered three hours of 
instruction, with Company dancers teaching classes in 
contemporary dance technique, musical theater, and hip hop. 
Due to COVID-19, we had to cancel our spring matinee package 
and master class events. For the four events we held in the fall 
and the winter, we had 46 students registered from 8 school 
districts: Salt Lake, Granite, Davis, Canyons, Jordan, Murray, 
Park City, Alpine districts.  
 
The demographics and geographic locations of the students 
continued to be varied this year. A diverse community of 
students, who normally do not dance together,  had an  
opportunity to cross paths; dance, learn, and create together 

A Young Dancer pausing with Company  
dancers after the Y.A.I.M.  Matinee Package 
Event at the Capitol Theater. 
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 because of our Y.A.I.M. classes. We are committed to continue and develop this special program for 
middle and high school students in the next season, and keep offering unique learning opportunities for 
diverse and aspiring young dancers.  
 
“I learned about letting go and giving in to gravity.” 
“I’ve learned to be more open and adventurous with my body.” 
“I honestly loved it! Some of the best classes I have been to!” 
 
Y.A.I.M. student comments from the post-event evaluation forms 
 

Move-It Summer Young Dancer Workshops 
Three two-day intensive workshops for high school students are held each summer at the Rose Wagner 
Performing Arts Center. Company dancers teach technique and a variety of elective dance classes each day 
from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., often with entire high school dance companies attending. We make sure to 
provide an opportunity for the most dedicated and ambitious young dancers with the option of taking all 
six days. In the summer of 2019, we had 170 passionate young dancers from 16 high schools in 9 school 
districts (Granite, Davis, Canyons, Jordan, Salt Lake, Millard, Weber, South Summit, Murray), and 12 
individuals taking all six days of our Young Dancer workshop. 
 
“This workshop has helped me be able to learn choreography quicker and be able to remember it. I think 
that is a very beneficial skill. This workshop has also helped me with finding new ways to move my body and 
find out what feels good to me.” 
 
Move-It Young Dancer Workshop 2019  participant 
 
 

Y.A.I.M. and Young Dancer Workshop Objectives: 
● Help high school students understand and develop 

skills in the elements of dance (Utah State Core 
Standards) 

● Provide high school students with intensive training in 
technique and other facets of contemporary dance 

● Bring aspiring dancers to a professional setting where 
they gain exposure to professional dancers/artists 
and downtown cultural venues  

● To reach out, connect, and build relationship with 
Utah High School dance educators and their students  

 

Y.A.I.M. Workshop 
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Move It Teacher Workshop  
 

 
Move It Teacher Workshop 2019 participants.  

 
Ririe-Woodbury offers a one-week summer intensive workshop devoted specifically to high school and 
junior high school dance teachers. Classes are taught daily from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at the Rose Wagner 
Performing Arts Center. This past summer 21 Utah dance educators attended. We also reach out to dance 
educators who work in private studios, colleges and universities, as well as new dance educators awaiting 
hire.  
 
For the 2019 workshop, the faculty line-up included Ririe-Woodbury Education Director Ai Fujii Nelson 
(Improvisation and Composition), Artistic Director Daniel Charon (Contemporary Technique), Ashley 
Anderson; a local dance writer and Salt Lake school district educator (Critical dance viewing and writing for 
middle and  high school students), Natalie Desch; faculty at University of Utah School of Dance (Ballet for 
Contemporary Dancers), Alexandra Bradshaw; former Company member and current faculty at Southern 
Utah University (Contemporary Dance Technique, Improvisation and Composition), and a local dance artist 
Leah Nelson-DelPorto (Global Underscore/Contact Improvisation). Two Ririe-Woodbury dancers also taught 
their specialties; Bashaun Williams (Hip-Hop) and Dominica Greene (Cunningham Technique 
Fundamentals). In addition, the daily Teacher Forum hour provided the participants with the opportunity 
for in-depth discussion about how to approach, understand, and implement the State Core Curriculum.  
 
Our evaluations from the 2019 workshops participants were resoundingly positive:  
 
“I have a lot of new ideas for especially creative lesson plans to help my students create more unique and 
authentic movement vocabulary.”  
 
“Discussion with other teachers is so rich and valuable but I loved being in so many dance classes this 
week and feeling so inspired and refreshed.” 
 
“I loved being a student and getting to take so many technique and improvisation classes. Being a student 
puts me back in time with my students and feeling vulnerable and also how to digest new movements 
faster.” 
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Winter Teacher Workshop 
This season marked the third year of collaborating with Repertory  
Dance Theater (RDT) to host the January Teacher Workshops. The 
mid-year workshop took place at the Rose Wagner Performing Arts  
Center in Salt Lake City in January of 2020.  This workshop provided 
not only the opportunity for learning, discussion, and networking,  
but also continuation and follow-up to our summer events. The  
educators had a chance to share their successes and challenges up  
to that point of the school year. The five-hour Professional  
Development opportunity provided a short movement session,  
Drums Alive physio-ball group fitness class, improvisation and 
composition, and space for lively exchange about what is happening  
at each teacher’s school, communal brainstorming and problem  
solving for each other as they prepared for the second half of the  
school year. Ririe-Woodbury and RDT jointly offered Utah State 
re-licensure points for all Utah dance educators who attended.  

 Outreach Director Juan Carlos Claudio 
      during Winter Teacher Workshop 

 
Move It and Winter Teacher Workshop Objectives: 
 

● Provide teachers with realistic, structured, non-threatening unique ideas on how to use dance in 
their classroom/studios 

● Provide State re-licensure points, USBE, and university credit to involved teachers 

● Provide networking and opportunities to share with other teachers 

● Provide opportunity to improve personal technical and creative skills 

● Provide exposure to innovative and contemporary guest artists in their crafts 
 
 

Company Dancer Education Training Workshop with Children 
Developing professional dancers as excellent and intuitive teachers of children is part of the mission of the 
Company. A component to our professional training is a one-week workshop for Company dancers in 
creative teaching techniques for children in the classroom, facilitated by Education Director Ai Fujii Nelson. 
During this week, Ai Fujii Nelson, Juan Carlos Claudio, guest teachers, and current Company members 
teach, observe, and evaluate each other.  
 
For this purpose, at the beginning of the season in July 2020, the Company organized a workshop called 
Step, Hop, Jump to work with students from area public schools as well as Youth Programming.  
In addition to the actual teaching and interacting with young students, the Company members held various 
workshops to learn and discuss important topics in education such as: Utah State Core Curriculum, teaching 
creative movement, classroom management, basic teaching terms in Spanish, percussion accompaniment 
for teaching, and Ririe-Woodbury’s philosophy and pedagogy.  
 
We constantly pay particular attention to the Company’s legacy in dance education as well as the 
responsibility to connect our education activities to the Utah State Core Curriculum. The whole Company 
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benefits from this workshop, as the dancers learn different teaching styles and techniques, and understand 
the shared goal in the practice of creative teaching in schools. One entire week dedicated entirely for the 
practice of teaching prepares the Company dancers for not only the upcoming school year but also for the 
continued teaching and learning throughout their career as professional dancers. Dancers leave the 
Company as able teachers of all age levels and abilities.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Company dancer Brian Nelson in Dancer Education Training Workshop with students 

 
Dancer Training Objectives: 
 
● Encourage dancers to develop their own teaching philosophy while understanding the teaching mission 

of the Company 

● Educate dancers about how to incorporate Utah Dance Core Curriculum into their teaching 

● Provide professional dancers the opportunity to improve children’s dance teaching skills 

● Provide dance training for children ages 4-12 year 
 

Total Workshops Services Provided: 

District Charter School Hours Teachers Students 
     14       8     51   131      58     798 
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Rural Touring 

 

 
Birch Creek Elementary School (left, Cache District) and Morgan Elementary School (right, Morgan District)  

 
This year we continued to secure time throughout the year to serve students in the remote areas of Utah, 
who are in the most need of our education programs. We organized tours to visit four school districts in 
remote areas: Rich, Morgan, Cache, North Summit.  In Cache district, in addition to the Performance 
Demonstrations at three local elementary schools (Lewston, Canyon, and North Park), Education Director Ai 
Fujii Nelson and the Company dancers held an afternoon Teacher Workshop at Birch Creek Elementary.  
Ai and the dancers guided 11 classroom teachers from 8 area schools in the creative process of 
choreographing a totem pole dance based on the stories of the participant’s own families.  As the class 
progressed, participants danced on their own, then collaborated with each other, and along the way, they 
integrated music, movement, history, culture, and geography into a short dance.  Below are some of the 
comments made by the participants in the evaluation forms after the event: 
 
“I’ve been using one of the activities in my class already, and plan to use another later in the year.” 

 
“It felt so good to move and wake up our brains! My feed didn’t hurt, when they were hurting before 
coming. Imagine that?!” 

 
Ms.Delpha Hall, the District Arts Coordinator sent the Company a letter of gratitude after we came back 
from our rural tour. 
 
“All three principals commented to me that for many of the children at these schools, this type of 
assembly is the only opportunity they’ll have to see professional dancers and experience dance in this 
way.  Thank you for bringing joy of dance to our students. Thank you, too, for the excellent workshop 
provided for our elementary music and visual arts teachers on Tuesday, November 5th. The teachers 
benefitted from your workshop presentation and several of the music teachers have indicated a desire to 
use your totem pole lesson idea with students. The teachers came into the workshop from diverse 
backgrounds, and it was rewarding to work together to create something enjoyable. Thank you for 
facilitating that.”  
 
Delpha Hall, District Arts Coordinator (Cache District) 11/12/2019 
 
We served over 3,800 students and 230 teachers in remote areas this year. It is our goal to provide as much 
in-depth, face-to-face time with these students in rural areas during our on-site residency as possible. 
Actualizing a successful tour into isolated and underserved school districts requires effective 
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communication and creativity to meet very specific needs, which is not the simplest task. Due to these 
complexities, we are pleased to have completed as much rural outreach as we did this year. The second 
round of rural tour was scheduled for the spring - we were planning to visit Millard, Wayne, Grand, and 
Carbon school districts in April and May of 2020. Unfortunately the second tour was not realized because of 
COVID-19.  We hope to serve these districts in the coming school year 2020-2021, because we believe that 
all Utah school children deserve the benefits that the arts provide, no matter where they live.  
 

Coverage: Four dance companies - Children’s Dance Theater (CDT), Repertory Dance Theater (RDT), 

Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company (RW), and Ballet West have designed a cooperative plan to serve every 
Utah school district every three years. As a collective, we will serve schools by providing at least one of the 
following: an in-school performance demonstration, movement classes, a teacher professional workshop, 
or formal performance, which are all appropriate for K-12. At the end of 2018-2019, the three modern 
dance companies and Ballet West accomplished their goal to serve every Utah elementary school willing to 
accept a program during a period of 7 years beginning in 2012.  CDT, RDT, and RW are now concentrating 
on scheduling Arts-In-Education activities in the schools that have not been served. This plan requires 
continuous communication and yearly group assessment and collaboration to stay on track toward 
accomplishing the 3-year goal to visit every school district and 7-year goal to serve every school in the 
state. 
 

Rural Touring Provided: 

District Charter School Hours Teachers Students 
       4       0     16    10     236    3,817 

 
 
 

 
A student letter to Company Dancers Melissa Younker and Brian Nelson 
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DOCUMENTATION OF THREE-YEAR ROTATION TO ALL SCHOOLS AND DISTRICTS 
 

Number of schools served in each district. 

DISTRICT 
2017- 2018 2018 - 2019 2019 - 2020 

Projected 
2020 - 2021 

Alpine  6  4  5 X 

Beaver  0  0  0 X 

Box Elder  0  0  0  X 

Cache  15  1  4 X 

Canyons 6  7  9 X 

Carbon  0  0  0 X 

Daggett  0  3  0  

Davis  4  14  15 X 

Duchesne  0  5  0  

Emery  0  2  0  

Garfield  0  0  0 X 
Grand  0  0  0 X 
Granite  33  42  33 X 
Iron  5  0  0  
Jordan  9  10  15 X 
Juab  3  0  0  
Kane  0  0  0 X 

Logan  0  2  0  

Millard  0  0  2 X 

Morgan  0  0  2  
Murray  1  3  4 X 
Nebo  11  1  6 X 
N. Sanpete  0  0  0 X 
N. Summit  0  0  1  
Ogden  1  2  0 X 
Park City  2  2  4 X 
Piute  0  0  0 X 
Provo  2  2  1  
Rich  0  0  3  
SLC  13 22 19 X 

San Juan  0  6  0  

Sevier  1  1  0  
S. Sanpete  0  3  0  
S. Summit  0  0  1  
Tintic  0  0  0 X 
Tooele  1  3  1 X 
Uintah  0  5  0  
Washington  0  1  3  
Wayne  1  2  0  
Weber  0  0  1  
Charter  3  13  14 X 

Total Schools 
Visited  125  159  143 

 

Total Districts 
Visited 8  13   13 
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Summary of Organization’s Self-Evaluation  
 

Cost Effectiveness.  Ending its 56th season, Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company utilized over 50% of its 
$819,460 budget and 40+ dancer weeks to deliver its Utah Educational Programs.  Seven fully-produced 
Free student matinees were presented, four in the Capitol Theatre with its large seating capacity – allowing 
more students to attend, and cost efficiencies for the Company.  Three Free student matinees were 
presented at the Rose Wagner in the Fall. The three Spring performances were cancelled due to COVID-19. 
English and Spanish narration for some performances was incorporated this season, so as to be more 
inclusive for our growing Spanish speaking population – and to avoid additional Spanish narration 
matinees. 

Procedural Efficiency.  To be more efficient and serve the maximum number of youth, Ririe-Woodbury 
coordinates with district arts coordinators, principals, and teachers to create educational residencies and 
activities that are specifically tailored to the specific needs of each school.  Prior to each student matinee at 
theaters, educational materials are provided to each school for advance preparation and post-residency 
learning.  Since the 1980s, the Company has maintained detailed records of each activity – including the 
number of students and teachers served, as well as grade level, school names, and school districts visited, 
and if TItle-1. These records and outcomes are consistently reviewed and evaluated in order to refine our 
programming for maximum effectiveness. 

Collaborative Practices.  Ririe-Woodbury’s education program is strengthened by ongoing 
collaborations with school administrations, teachers, district administrators, parent/teacher organizations 
and community leaders.  

With the desire to enhance original productions to their fullest potential, returning to The Live Creature & 
Ethereal Things provided opportunities to invite additional artists to the process. Guest artist Tito Vilas 
brought inspiring musical theater talent to the production but also enabled the company to continue to 
develop its bilingual programming as a way to be more inclusive to our local Spanish speaking community. 
Graphic designer Nicolas Ridruejo immersed the audience deeper into the extraordinary world of the Jolly 
Troup.  We were able to build upon our theatrical quest, originally created with local artists Alexandra 
Harbold and Robert Scott Smith of Flying Bobcat Theatrical Laboratory, composer John Paul Hayward who 
included text and lyrics by New York playwright Troy Deutsch, and Company Artistic Director Daniel Charon. 
The Live Creature & Ethereal Things was inspired by the Red Fred Project founded by Executive Director 
Dallas Graham. 

The success of our educational outreach has been achieved through the mutual efforts of these partners. 
We also enjoy a close association with the USBE and POPS organizations to assist in planning and facilitating 
our services to Utah schools, as well as looking closely at the efficacy of our programs in a peer-review 
process. We continue to connect with other non-profits for support in the development of new ideas and 
new collaborative opportunities. 

 

Educational Soundness.  Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company’s Education Program addresses the Utah Core 
Curriculum Standards for dance with attention to the development of life skills through the creative 
process mandated by the Utah State Office of Education. Annually, we also conduct a 5-day Company 
dancer training workshop, which develops teaching skills through in-depth discussion of philosophy and 
creative teaching practices and demonstration classes taught by master teachers. Our education programs 
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and materials are internally monitored using the expertise of Company Co-Founder Joan Woodbury, as well 
as Education Director Ai Fujii Nelson and Outreach Director Juan Carlos Claudio.  Both Ms. Nelson and Mr. 
Claudio have university degrees. 

Professional Excellence.  Education Director Ai Fujii Nelson, who brings years of experience as a 
professional dancer with several companies, and as a dance educator with a degree, oversees our program. 
She has taught extensively nationally and internationally, including the University of Utah, Utah Valley 
University, Weber State University, Salt Lake Community College, University of Auckland (New Zealand), 
New York University Tisch School of the Arts, Stanford University, Ballet West, Tanner Dance, Salt Lake City 
Ballet, Repertory Dance Theater, and Touch Compass Dance Company (New Zealand).  Ms. Nelson has also 
worked with students from over 50 elementary schools across the State as a creative dance teacher.  She 
uses her experience and knowledge in programming and executing the Company’s education activities for 
K-12 schoolchildren, while maintaining high teaching standards for the Company dancers through annual 
dancer training workshops and regular mentoring.  Our dancer/teachers are full-time dance professionals 
and all hold university degrees in dance. 
 
The U.S. Department of State and Brooklyn Academy of Music tour of South Korea and Mongolia the entire 
month of May 2018 was a momentous endorsement of our Educational Program.  This was by invitation, 
not application, and Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company was invited because of its educational work. 
 

Resultant Goals, Plans for Continued Growth.  Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company continues to 
participate in POPS peer evaluations, and the improvement of our evaluation practices. We also constantly 
consider new ways to use social media to solicit and receive immediate feedback on Education activities, 
including in-school, and other educational activities.  Additionally, we continue to train and improve the 
teaching skills of our dancers and consider new strategies to reach children using new technologies- 
especially in the development of a new children’s show.  We strive to stay relevant and responsive to 
increasingly diverse classrooms in Utah schools. 

Non-Profit Status: Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company is a non-profit 501(c) (3) organization; tax I.D. 
#87-0294341 

 

Thank you! 

Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company, 
entering its 57th season in 2020-2021! 
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ADDENDUM - DISTANCE LEARNING ONLINE OPPORTUNITIES PROVIDED  
(effective March 16, 2020 due to covid-19 school closure) 1- page Summary 

School 

districts  

Charter Public Schools Classrooms Students 

Served 

Teachers 

Served 

Hours 

11 3 49 55 1,205 104 50 

 
At Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company, we are proud of the swift transition we made as a team to move all of our 

education activities online after March 16th. The Company dancers are to be credited for their grit, courage, and 

commitment to jump-start the daily community Live-Stream classes for home-bound children as early as 

Thursday March 19th. That gave the whole Company the momentum to self-educate about the necessary 

technology and the structure to be able to offer POPS live-stream classes and continue providing our services to 

Utah public and charter school students and educators. 

 
Live-Stream Creative Movement Dance Classes for Elementary Schools and Master Classes for Middle and 

High School Dance Company: Each class was 30 - 60 minutes long and was customized for each teacher’s needs. 

The Company dancers created lesson plans in accordance with the Utah State Curriculum Dance Core - 

Technique/Body skills, Elements of Dance, Creative/Choreographic Processes, and Creating Meaning. The 

Company also taught contemporary dance master classes for middle and high school dance companies. 

 
Live-Stream Y.A.I.M.(Young Artists In Motion) Workshop for Middle and High School Dancers: After teaching a 

few weeks of live-stream community classes for children and adults as well as elementary school live-stream 

classes, we detected the void; there weren't too many classes for the age group in between the very young and 

the adults. Therefore, we decided to conduct a six-day Y.A.I.M. (Young Artists In Motion) workshop between 

4/20/20 (Monday) through 4/25/20 (Saturday).  Each day one of the Company dancers taught 60 minutes of 

contemporary dance technique.  

 
Online Resources created and shared on our Company website: We have created 14 online lessons for grade 

1-3 and 4-6.  We tried to imagine carefully what the home-bound  students were going through.  Each lesson 

had a theme such as “Dance and Learn with Ririe-Woodbury at Home,”  “AirMail Dance,” “Scavenger Hunt 

Dance,” and “Spring Acrostic Poem Dance,” and offered ideas that students could explore safely at home, and 

connect to the Utah State Dance Core Curriculum.  

● Audio Versions: We also made recorded narrations of some of the lessons available on our website for 

very young or non-reading  students. 

● Spanish Translation Version: Our Outreach Director Juan Carlos Claudio helped translate some of the 

lesson plans on our resource page. We made them readily available for the students, educators and 

their families who might enjoy them. 

 

Reading Materials for Middle and High School Educators and Students 

We have uploaded reading materials for middle and high school level dancers on our website. Study Guides 

from our past student matinee and previews were designed to provide a rich source of inspiration and 

information about established and emerging contemporary choreographers and dancers.  Many of them 

included movement lesson prompts which teachers and students could use in the remote learning setting. 

(End of Summary) 
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Examples of Feedbacks From Classroom Teachers (Creative Dance Classes for Elementary Schools) 

 
"Oh my gosh that was fun.  I loved seeing my 

kids dance.  Only a few were able to figure out 

the web download, 95% of my students had to 

take a school computer home so they are 

learning lots of tech skills.  I was able to see 

more kids because I shared my screen.  Thank 

you so much for making this possible.  The 

teacher was great, and the activities  

were perfect.  Thanks again."  

Catherine Rollins, 5th Grade, Liberty 

Elementary (Salt Lake District) 4/23/20 

 
Hunter High School Dance Company Taking our Live-Stream Master Class 

 

"I am honestly so impressed with your dance class taught by Megan. My students, fifth-graders, loved it.  I have 

gotten so much feedback from my class saying how fun it was.  Megan was great to do Q&A at the end and 

speak to her passion of dance.  This was a super positive experience for all of us at Midas Creek.  Thank you for 

making this available to students, parents, and their families!  I noticed several younger siblings and older, had 

joined the Zoom meeting class."  

Jenae Barron, Midas Creek Elementary (Jordan District) 5th grade teacher, 5/21/20 

 
Feedbacks about Master Classes for Middle and High School Dance Company 

“We just had our final class, led by Melissa. It was such a fun way to finish up this amazing six-session 

masterclass. She put together a really fun dance, loosely choreographed with some improv, and we filmed it at 

the end. It felt like a dance party, and was such a great way to say goodbye. Thank you again, to Ririe Woodbury, 

and the beautiful dancers who taught us each week. I sure wish I could have gotten all my students to 

participate, but I know the ones who did absolutely loved the experience.  Please let Melissa and Brian know … 

I'm so glad I got the opportunity to get to know them through these classes. They are such beautiful, inspiring, 

and creative dancers.  Thanks again for everything!!" 

Natalie Terry Dance Educator, Copper Mountain Middle School (Jordan District), 5/22/20 

 

“With everything going on I was devastated that my Dance Company officers wouldn’t get a final piece in our 

dance concert because we couldn’t be together. However, Ririe-Woodbury was able to step in and help create a 

piece that was both challenging and fun for my dancers. The professional dancers were able to work with my 

students virtually, and create a piece that could be performed the same way. It was wonderful to see the 

excitement on my students faces, and know that they will be able to perform together “live” one last time even if 

it is a little different than what we originally planned. I am so grateful for everything Ririe-Woodbury has done 

for me as a teacher in these last few weeks, they’ve made it possible for me to focus on my students while they 

took care of the details.”  

Chelsea Lujan, Hillcrest High School (Canyons District), 5/19/20 

 


